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4551 Abandon the chariot to save the Marshal! 

“Greetings, patriarch!” 

The moment Shi Ji saw the old man, he quickly bowed. 

Then, the first sacred ancestor smiled excitedly and said, ” “I was just about to invite you over, but I 

didn’t expect you to come here yourself! Just nice! Please make your move now and completely 

obliterate Yuan Dao, this scourge!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s heart turned cold. 

From the origin Dao divine ancestor’s memory, Chen Xiaobei knew that the old man in front of him was 

known as the divine ancestor Shi Jue. He was an early-stage six-star divine ancestor! 

Based on the current situation, if the Holy ancestor of first extinction were to unleash its power, Chen 

Xiaobei would be dead! There was absolutely no suspense! 

But! 

The next second, something that Chen Xiaobei and the first sacrificer of the sacred ancestor did not 

expect happened. 

“Bastard!” 

Sacred ancestor Shi Jue suddenly roared and slapped sacred ancestor first sacrifice! 

“Pa!!!” 

An extremely shocking explosion reverberated through the entire space! 

Even Chen Xiaobei’s face twitched. Just hearing the sound was enough to make him feel pain! 

“Argh …” 

As expected, the first sacred ancestor let out a heart-wrenching cry. 

He was like a meteor, flying back hundreds of meters at high speed. He crashed heavily into the energy 

layer of the seal, even causing some cracks to appear on the energy layer! 

One could imagine how much strength the divine ancestor shijue had used to slap him! 

“Blargh! Pfft …” 

The first sacred ancestor fell to the ground, his neck protruding as he spat out a large mouthful of thick 

blood! 

Among the blood, there were broken teeth and even a large amount of meat paste! 

Who dared to think about it! 
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Sacred ancestor first extinction’s slap directly caused half of sacred ancestor first sacrifice’s face to 

explode! 

His teeth and the bones in half his face were completely crushed! 

The skin on his face exploded and was crushed into a meat paste. His mouth was filled with blood and it 

was spurted out together with the blood! 

Just looking at this scene was enough to make one’s bones tremble and send a chill down their spine! 

“Master … Why … Why did you hit me …” 

Half of the first sacred ancestor’s face fell, and blood flowed out like water, unable to stop! 

If such a serious injury was not treated as soon as possible, the physical body of the first sacred ancestor 

sacrifice might die immediately, and the body and soul would be completely destroyed! 

Without a doubt, this was a huge loss for the sacred ancestor and his family. 

The price he had to pay to reconstruct his body was simply incalculable! 

However, even so, the Holy ancestor Shi Jue had still been ruthless! 

One could imagine that the matter behind this was definitely not simple! 

“Idiot! You almost caused a disaster to the family! You still have the face to ask me why I hit you?” 

The Holy ancestor Shi Jue roared in anger. The flames of fury seemed to be about to burst out of his 

eyes, as if he wanted to burn the Holy ancestor Shi Jue to ashes. 

“What?” 

The blood of the first sacred ancestor was flowing, and it was difficult for him to speak, ” “I … I don’t 

understand what you mean!” 

“You don’t understand? Then listen to this old man!” 

“The origin Dao divine ancestor is now the young master of the sky burial Yuan sacred clan!” The origin 

Dao divine ancestor said angrily. Whoever dares to touch him will be declaring war on the entire sky 

burial Yuan sacred clan!” 

 how … How is this possible?!  The first sacred ancestor was dumbfounded and couldn’t believe his ears. 

Even Chen Xiaobei was shocked. 

He knew that the sky burial Yuan sacred clan would attach great importance to the origin Dao divine 

ancestor, but he had not expected it to be to this extent! 

The young master of the sky burying Yuan sacred clan! 

In other words, the sky burial Yuan sacred clan wanted to nurture the origin Dao divine ancestor as the 

successor of the Supreme divine ancestor! 

This was crazy! 



However, after Chen Xiaobei calmed down and thought about it, he realized that this was not strange. 

After all, in the eyes of the upper echelons of the sky burial Yuan sacred clan, the origin Dao divine 

ancestor had already obtained the highest opportunity! This was the same as burying the Supreme holy 

ancestor! 

Given the wild ambitions of the sky burying Yuan sacred clan, they would definitely dream of having 

another Supreme sacred ancestor in their clan! 

That way, the sky-burier Yuan sacred clan would become the unparalleled strongest clan in the world, 

sweeping across the heavens and ruling over all other races! 

“Master!” 

“No matter what Yuan Dao’s identity is, as long as we kill him now, we can completely silence him!” The 

first sacrificer holy ancestor wailed. The sky burial Yuan sacred clan won’t be able to find us!” 

“Animal! You still dare to talk nonsense!” 

Sacred ancestor Shi Jue was instantly enraged and waved his hand, sending out a vast and terrifying 

power. 

“Whoosh …” 

In the next moment, it was as if Heavenly Fire had descended, and a pillar of fire directly crushed down. 

In the blink of an eye, the sacred ancestor’s body was burned to ashes, and even his sacred soul was 

shattered. 

“Swish!” 

Sacred ancestor Shi Jue waved his sleeve and took away the sacred soul world! 

At the same time, he grabbed the soul of the sacred ancestor and clenched it tightly! Under the cover of 

the Holy Light, the soul of the first sacred ancestor seemed to be crushed at any time, leaving no trace! 

“Plop …” 

Then, divine ancestor Shi Jue knelt down in front of the origin Dao divine ancestor. 

He raised his hands above his head and said humbly, ” “Your Excellency origin Dao divine ancestor! 

Unfortunately, my family has such an unfilial son! Now, I’ll cut off all ties with him and offer his soul to 

the origin Dao divine ancestor!” 

 this …  sacred ancestor priestess had never imagined that things would turn out this way. 

After all, the priestess was the most outstanding backbone of their family and was even regarded as the 

family’s successor. The family head, the priestess priestess, had always thought highly of him and doted 

on him. 

However, in the face of the origin Dao divine ancestor’s new identity, the divine ancestor Shi Jue had 

actually attacked so ruthlessly that only a soul was left of the original sacred ancestor. He had even 

severed ties with the original sacred ancestor and handed him over to the origin Dao divine ancestor! 



This result was really too crazy! 

Even Chen Xiaobei did not expect the Holy ancestor of shijue to be so ruthless! 

However, after thinking about it carefully, this might be the legendary saying of a hero cutting his wrist 

and abandoning the chariot to protect the commander. He had no choice but to do this! 

Of course, there was a reason behind this. 

Chen Xiaobei did not care about the soul of the first sacrificer divine ancestor. Instead, he controlled the 

origin Dao divine ancestor and asked, ” “As he said, you can kill me to silence me. Why do you have to 

give in to me?” 

The divine ancestor Shi Jue did not dare to answer because once he did, it would mean that he had 

thought of killing the origin Dao divine ancestor! 

The old man had no choice but to deny it, ” “This old man absolutely doesn’t have the thought of killing 

you to silence you! Absolutely not! All of this was the idea of Shi Ji! Treasonous! He should die ten 

thousand deaths!” 

“Don’t lie in front of me! I’m not an idiot!” 

Chen Xiaobei controlled the origin Dao divine ancestor and said coldly, ”  who told you that I’m going to 

become the young master of the sky burial Yuan sacred clan? ” 

 this …  it was as if sacred ancestor shijue’s vital part had been hit. His entire face contorted. 

“I was the one who told him!” 

At this moment, a bone-chilling and ethereal female voice came from the sky! 
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Everyone looked toward the source of the voice and saw a woman descending from the sky. 

The woman had a pair of jade-green eyes. She was very beautiful and had a great figure. She would be a 

top goddess no matter where she was. 

She was wearing a set of purple-gold armor that was burning with a dark blue flame. She looked valiant 

and cool. 

Following her arrival, the entire space seemed to be suppressed by her aura. The surrounding 

temperature also dropped sharply! 

“Hiss … Hiss …” 

The souls of sacred ancestor first extinction and sacred ancestor first sacrifice all gasped. 

Under this terrifying pressure, they couldn’t help but feel their hearts beat faster and their breathing 

Quicken. They seemed very, very nervous and afraid. 
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However, they weren’t intimidated. It was obvious that they had all experienced similar levels of 

pressure and had developed a little immunity. 

Compared to them, Chen Xiaobei’s heart did not waver at all. 

Chen Xiaobei was not afraid of anyone other than a few of the nine divine ancestors. 

However, as his opponent’s cultivation level grew higher and higher, it would become more and more 

difficult for Chen Xiaobei to use his aura to intimidate his enemies. 

 greetings, Saint ancestor abyssal!!!  

Immediately after, divine ancestor shijue prostrated himself on the ground in front of the woman. 

His entire body was trembling with fear as if he was walking on thin ice. His heart and limbs were 

completely cold. 

The soul of the first sacrifice sacred ancestor was trembling. Although he couldn’t kneel in the hands of 

the first sacrifice sacred ancestor, it was obvious that he was afraid to the depths of his soul. 

“Whoosh …” 

Holy ancestor abyssal Jade ignored the two of them and descended in front of origin Dao holy ancestor. 

To everyone’s surprise, the netherjade Saint ancestor bowed slightly in an extremely respectful manner. 

“Your subordinate bi you greets the young master!” He said in a deep voice. 

“What is going on?” Chen Xiaobei controlled the origin Dao divine ancestor and pretended to be 

confused. 

“Young master …” 

Saint ancestor abyssal green replied respectfully,”The news that you have obtained a Supreme 

opportunity has already spread throughout the clan! I, the Saint burial’s Supreme Saint ancestor, have 

personally issued a Holy decree to appoint you as my clan’s young master!” 

 I already know about this. What I mean is, why did you tell divine ancestor shijue about this? ” Chen 

Xiaobei asked the origin Dao divine ancestor. 

Holy ancestor abyssal Jade didn’t answer. He only looked at holy ancestor shijue coldly. 

“Oh! It’s like this …” 

“Just now, the unfilial son’s first sacrifice returned to the family to obtain energy and mentioned the 

origin Dao divine ancestor!” Coincidentally, I know that the sky burial Yuan sacred clan is searching for 

the origin Dao divine ancestor with all their might! Originally, my unfilial son wanted me to keep this 

matter a secret!” 

“However, I felt that things weren’t that simple, so I sent the news to my friends in the sky burial Yuan 

sacred clan! Then, he contacted me and told me about the origin Dao divine ancestor. He ordered me to 

protect the origin Dao divine ancestor!” 



“If … If the origin Dao divine ancestor is injured at all … Divine ancestor abyssal Jade will bury my entire 

family with him!” 

At this point, divine ancestor Shi Jue’s face was ashen. 

In fact, he was still feeling a little regretful. If he had followed the instructions of the first sacred 

ancestor and kept it a secret, he would have been able to kill them without anyone knowing. 

However, the old man was too suspicious and cautious, so he still leaked the news of the origin Dao 

divine ancestor. 

As a result, the current situation was created. 

However, this was only human nature. At the very least, the Holy ancestor shijue could still sacrifice the 

war chariot to save the general and sacrifice the Holy ancestor to save the entire family. 

Furthermore, he had also contributed to protecting the origin Dao divine ancestor. 

In the future, he would be able to gain some benefits from the sky burial Yuan sacred clan. 

One could only say that this old man was really decisive. 

If he didn’t have this kind of decisive action, his entire family might have already suffered at this 

moment! 

“I understand.” 

Chen Xiaobei controlled the origin Dao divine ancestor, nodded and said, ”  at least you know what’s 

good for you. I’m not injured, so I naturally won’t pursue the matter with your family!  

“Thank … Thank you, origin Dao divine ancestor!” Divine ancestor Shi Jue knelt on the ground and 

kowtowed repeatedly, as if he had been granted Amnesty. He finally let out a sigh of relief. 

Chen Xiaobei then took control of the origin divine ancestor and said, ” “Don’t be happy too early! I 

haven’t finished my words! Although I’m not injured, I’ve used up a huge amount of energy! This debt 

has to be settled!” 

“This …” 

Divine ancestor Shi Jue was taken aback. 

It was clear that the origin Dao divine ancestor could not suffer any losses! 

This was because making an origin Dao divine ancestor suffer a loss was equivalent to slapping the sky 

origin sacred clan in the face! 

Because of this, not only did the divine ancestor shijue have to compensate, but he had to double the 

compensation and give the sky origin sacred clan face! 

“I won’t try to scam you. Just now, I asked priestess priestess to compensate me with two hundred 

portions of the invisible holy ancestor’s middle stage energy. You can pay me the same amount.” 

Chen Xiaobei took control of the origin Dao divine ancestor and did not give her a chance to bargain. 



“I’m willing to compensate …” 

Divine ancestor Shi Jue had no choice but to agree with a sad face. 

However, this price had indeed exceeded the scope of what his family could afford. 

After hesitating for a moment, divine ancestor shijue said awkwardly, ” “My family can’t take out so 

much energy at once. I wonder if you can give us a few more days?” 

“Grace period?” 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei did not want to give them any more time. 

After all, he was not a true origin Dao divine ancestor. If this dragged on for too long, he did not know 

what kind of changes would occur. 

After some thought, Chen Xiaobei controlled the origin divine ancestor and said, ” “If you can’t take it 

out, you can borrow it from someone! Saint ancestor netherjade must be a rich woman! Just borrow it 

from her!” 

 this … This, this, this …  holy ancestor shijue almost peed in his pants. 

Even if he had a hundred guts, he wouldn’t dare to borrow money from Saint ancestor netherjade! 

Even Saint ancestor abyssal’s mouth twitched when he saw this. 

Their young master was really too mischievous. 

She could even come up with such a bad idea. 

“Young master …” 

“A mere five-star divine ancestor’s energy is insignificant. As long as you follow me back, you’ll have an 

endless supply of energy after you meet the Supreme divine ancestor of the Saint burial tribe!” 

 go back?!  

Chen Xiaobei was stunned for a moment, but he quickly made a decision. 

There was a 10000% chance that he couldn’t meet with the Saint burial’s Supreme Saint ancestor. 

Otherwise, whether it was hiding or taking over someone’s body, he’d be seen through in a matter of 

minutes, and he wouldn’t even know how he died. 

“I can’t go back yet!” 

Chen Xiaobei controlled the origin Dao divine ancestor and said, ” “I haven’t obtained all my 

opportunities yet! According to what the nine hearts turtle ancestor said, I still need to experience the 

world! We have to hurry, or else the opportunity may be fleeting!” 

“Nine hearts turtle ancestor? Who … Who is that divine being?” Saint ancestor bi you’s eyes were wide 

open, dumbfounded by Chen Xiaobei’s words. 
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 “The nine-hearts turtle ancestor was the nine-headed Saint turtle who descended into the world with a 

stele.” 

Chen Xiaobei said, controlling the origin Dao divine ancestor. 

“What? You … You actually saw the nine-headed Saint turtle?” 

Saint ancestor abyssal green was shocked. Her eyes widened and her face turned grave. Even her 

breathing quickened. 

It was obvious that it was because of the nine-headed Saint turtle that the current Saint ancestor Saint 

zang was born and the sky burying Yuan Saint clan rose to power! 

Therefore, the nine-headed Saint turtle was a totem-level existence in the hearts of every member of 

the sky burial Yuan sacred clan! 

Even the Supreme Saint ancestor of the Saint burial sect had a sincere belief in the nine-headed Saint 

turtle. 

This was even more so for Saint ancestor abyssal. 

Because of this, when Saint ancestor abyssal heard about the nine-headed Saint turtle, her heart 

trembled. He couldn’t help but lose his composure. 

Without a doubt, this was extremely rare. 

After all, with her status and identity, there were very few things in the world that could make her lose 

her composure. 

“Yes. That day, I entered an independent space and saw the original body of the nine-hearts turtle 

ancestor. The puppet fighter on my body was given to me by the nine-hearts turtle ancestor! At the 

same time, it also guided me to a great opportunity!” 

Chen Xiaobei controlled the origin Dao divine ancestor and started to spout nonsense. 

 a great opportunity!?  

“You mean to experience the world?” Saint ancestor netherjade asked in surprise. What exactly should 

he do? What can I do for you? As long as you give me an order, I will do my best to help you complete 

it!” 

Clearly, in the eyes of holy ancestor abyssal, the great opportunity that nine hearts turtle ancestor was 

guiding must be the legendary Supreme opportunity! 

Back then, the most lowly slave had become the Supreme sacred ancestor of the Saint burial tribe by 

relying on a Supreme opportunity. Furthermore, he had single-handedly led the rise of the sky burial 

Yuan sacred tribe to become the most powerful tribe in the world! 

By the same logic, if an origin Dao divine ancestor could also obtain a Supreme opportunity, he would 

most likely become the next Supreme divine ancestor to bury a Saint! 



This was why the abyssal Jade divine ancestor was so eager to show his loyalty and was willing to do his 

best to help the origin Dao divine ancestor! 

“Oh, there’s no need for that.” 

Chen Xiaobei controlled the origin Dao divine ancestor and said, ”  the nine hearts turtle ancestor said 

that the contents of my experiential learning must be kept strictly confidential. Furthermore, I can not 

rely on external forces. I can only rely on myself to complete the experiential learning and pass the test 

before I can obtain the final opportunity!  

 that’s so troublesome …  Saint ancestor abyssal green frowned. 

“Nonsense!” 

Chen Xiaobei controlled the origin Dao divine ancestor and said, ” “If I could ask for help from outsiders, 

why don’t I just go to the Saint-burying sect’s Supreme Saint ancestor? Do I need to find you?” 

 this …  Saint ancestor netherjade was speechless. 

It was really embarrassing to kiss a horse’s leg. 

“Alright, don’t go too far.” 

Chen Xiaobei controlled the origin Dao divine ancestor and said, ” “Hurry up and return what you owe 

me. I’m in a hurry!” 

 this …  sacred ancestor Shi Jue looked awkwardly at sacred ancestor abyssal. 

“You’re really planning to borrow it from me?” Saint ancestor Abyssus glared at Saint ancestor Shi Jue. 

It was obvious that this old man really didn’t have that much energy. 

Saint ancestor abyssal green had no choice but to agree.”Young master, please wait a moment. I’ll 

report this matter to the utmost being! Then, not only can I lend energy to shijue, I can also give you 

more energy in my own name!” 

From the looks of it, Saint ancestor abyssal was going to give him a huge amount of energy. 

Therefore, she had to report to the Supreme sacred ancestor of the Saint burial in advance. After she 

returned, she might be able to claim the energy she had spent. 

However, Chen Xiaobei did not want to see that happen. 

“Report?” 

Chen Xiaobei controlled the origin Dao divine ancestor and frowned.  “There’s no need to go through so 

much trouble. I just want what I deserve, I don’t need you to give me more! Otherwise, if the nine 

hearts turtle ancestor thinks that I’m relying on external forces, then I’ll be in trouble!” 

Obviously, Chen Xiaobei did not want his whereabouts to be known by the Supreme divine ancestor of 

the Saint burial. 



If he took advantage of the small advantages in front of him, he might suffer a big loss immediately 

after! 

Moreover, energy didn’t belong to him when he got it. It only belonged to him when he used it! 

In other words, even if the abyssal Jade Saint ancestor gave Chen Xiaobei a peak-level divine ancestor’s 

energy, Chen Xiaobei would not be able to use it in a short period of time, or he would have nowhere to 

use it. Then, it would be meaningless no matter how much he gave. 

On the other hand, if the Supreme divine ancestor of the Saint burial sect found out about Chen 

Xiaobei’s whereabouts, Chen Xiaobei could be in danger at all times. 

It would definitely not be worth it! 

Chen Xiaobei rejected the Saint ancestor’s offer. 

“Don’t you need me to give you more …” 

Saint ancestor abyssal green didn’t doubt him. 

After all, nine hearts turtle ancestor was like a religion to Saint ancestor abyssal. 

Since nine heart turtle ancestor had said that origin Dao divine ancestors couldn’t rely on external 

forces, abyssal Jade divine ancestor naturally didn’t dare to give him more energy in private, in case he 

overreached himself. 

“Whoosh …” 

Then, he transferred the 200 portions of mid-stage five-star divine ancestor’s energy into the origin Dao 

divine ancestor’s storage space. 

 young Energy Master, keep these, ” he said indifferently.  I will settle the score with shijue.  

“Alright!” 

Chen Xiaobei controlled the origin Dao divine ancestor and nodded.   I’m leaving now. After I obtain the 

opportunity, I’ll naturally return to the clan!  

 O … Okay …  Saint ancestor abyssal frowned slightly. He felt that something was off. 

However, she didn’t think too much about it. 

The power of faith made her instinctively trust the origin Dao divine ancestor. 

Swish … Swish …  

Then, Chen Xiaobei opened a crack in space and took control of the origin Dao divine ancestor, stepping 

into the void and leaving the scene. 

…… 

After that, Chen Xiaobei returned to the territory of the No saint tribe. 



However, Chen Xiaobei was not in a hurry to find Wu Shanhe. Instead, he found a place where no one 

was around and entered the chaotic space. 

Without a doubt, Chen Xiaobei had become rich overnight. The energy in his hands could be used in 

many ways. 

If he used all of them on his blade, it would give Chen Xiaobei a huge boost in all aspects. 

“Whoosh …” 

First, Chen Xiaobei used a portion of mid-level five-star divine ancestor’s energy to produce a mid-level 

five-star divine ancestor level mutant Holy bloodfruit. 

After consuming it, Chen Xiaobei’s recovery speed was equivalent to that of a mid-stage five-star divine 

ancestor. 

In other words, at this stage, even if Chen Xiaobei used up all his mental power, he could recover it in an 

instant and use all his special abilities as he pleased. 

“Swish!” 

Then, Chen Xiaobei took out the chaos Blood Sword from the origin Dao divine ancestor’s body. 

“Whoosh …” 

Then, the vast energy quickly integrated into the chaos Blood Sword like rivers returning to the sea. 
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4554 Life ending city! 

Chen Xiaobei had transformed his Saint Qi into heaven and earth spiritual aura to forcefully upgrade the 

chaos Blood sword’s level! 

This process naturally went very smoothly. 

After consuming three portions of mid-stage five-star divine ancestor’s energy, the chaos Blood sword’s 

level had directly reached mid-stage five-star divine ancestor. 

Then, Chen Xiaobei injected ten portions of the mid-level five-star divine ancestor’s energy into it. 

This way, Chen Xiaobei could activate the ten thousand blood blades ten times. He was basically 

invincible against anyone below the six-star divine ancestor level! 

Without a doubt, this had become Chen Xiaobei’s strongest trump card! 

At the same time, Chen Xiaobei also injected ten portions of intermediate five-star divine Ancestor 

Energy into the thousand DAOs divine Emperor armor! 

This way, the myriad DAOs Saint Emperor armor could use its ability to protect its master ten times! 

However, the myriad DAOs Saint Emperor armor didn’t level up. 
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This was because the myriad DAOs Saint Emperor armor was very similar to the heaven Earth 

membrane. The way it leveled up was very different from ordinary magic treasures. 

The only way to upgrade the myriad DAOs Saint Emperor armor was to upgrade the Saint Soul world 

within it! 

That was the North profound sacred world! 

Only when the level of the beixuan sacred soul world increased would the myriad DAOs Sacred Emperor 

armor’s level increase as well. 

So, Chen Xiaobei could not do that for the time being. 

At this point, Chen Xiaobei was left with 177 intermediate five-star divine Ancestor Energy and a trillion 

early-stage five-star divine Ancestor Energy. 

There was no doubt that Chen Xiaobei had become rich overnight! 

Moreover, he was extremely rich! 

In terms of wealth, Chen Xiaobei was undoubtedly the richest man in any of the outer territories of the 

Supreme divine ancestors! 

At the same time, with the chaos Blood Sword and the ten thousand DAOs Holy Emperor armor, Chen 

Xiaobei would become the strongest person in the outer territories of any large clan! 

For Chen Xiaobei, this was an unprecedented moment! 

But then again, no matter how powerful a trump card was, it would eventually be used up. One’s own 

strength was the absolute truth! 

That was why Chen Xiaobei was not in a hurry to find Wu Shanhe. 

Before that, Chen Xiaobei planned to find a three-star divine ancestor’s body to use. 

Right now, Chen Xiaobei has enough energy. As long as he can find a three-star divine ancestor’s body, 

Chen Xiaobei will be able to evolve a three-star divine ancestor’s Mystic resin and break through to the 

early stage of the three-star divine ancestor realm!” 

Then, if Chen Xiaobei wanted to save his energy, he could return to the exit of the 10000-path secret 

realm. There was an almost infinite amount of energy there, which could allow Chen Xiaobei to continue 

breaking through to the next level, all the way to the peak of the three-star divine ancestor realm. 

After that, it would be the same cycle, as long as Chen Xiaobei could find a body of the same level. 

He would be able to break through to peak five-star divine ancestor without any obstacles. 

It was an absolute rocket-like rise. 

“If my cultivation could continue to improve so smoothly, I wouldn’t even need to find the reincarnated 

person of the myriad Dao divine ancestor! Even if I don’t cultivate the one word Saint destroyer curse, I 

can still defeat my enemies with my own strength!” 



Chen Xiaobei was filled with confidence and motivation. 

While Chen Xiaobei could learn the more advanced one-word Saint destroyer curse by looking for the 

reincarnated reincarnator of the ancestor of all DAOs, he would also be subject to the ancestor of all 

DAOs. If the ancestor of all DAOs were to descend, Chen Xiaobei’s life would be in danger. 

Therefore, Chen Xiaobei’s best choice was to become strong enough without the help of the one word 

Holy extermination curse. 

This way, the ancestor of all DAOs would not appear, which was the best outcome for Chen Xiaobei. 

However, Chen Xiaobei was still a little worried. 

After all, nine hearts turtle ancestor had said more than once that everything had been planned by the 

ancestor of myriad DAOs. Many things were beyond Chen Xiaobei’s control. 

After all, he was the ancestor of all DAOs. Chen Xiaobei was not sure how things would develop after 

that. 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei did not think too much about it. 

Instead, he focused his attention on the present. 

Making himself stronger step by step was more important than anything else! 

On the other hand, if one didn’t have the strength, no matter how much they thought, it would all be in 

vain! 

“The most important task now is to find the body of the three star divine ancestor! It’s not easy …” 

 first of all, the Holy leader’s body is a rare resource. Finding it out of thin air is harder than winning the 

lottery!  Chen Xiaobei said. 

 secondly, there aren’t many divine ancestors. The three-star divine ancestor can become an important 

figure in the elder Council. If I go and kill the enemy, it’ll inevitably cause a great uproar. It’s not a good 

idea.  

Chen Xiaobei was stumped by this question. 

Chen Xiaobei combed through the divine ancestor’s memories again to see if there was any useful 

information. 

“There it is!” 

After Chen Xiaobei sorted out his thoughts, he immediately locked onto his target. 

“I’ll set off now and head to the Holy extermination clan’s territory!” 

…… 

After breaking through the void, Chen Xiaobei arrived at the southern border of the Holy extermination 

clan. 



From the origin Dao divine ancestor’s memories, Chen Xiaobei knew that the Holy extermination clan 

and the sky-burier Yuan divine clan were enemies. 

Therefore, Chen Xiaobei had come in person. 

Of course, just to be safe, Chen Xiaobei still put on a human-skinned mask. 

At the same time, he hid the Saint Emperor armor under his skin and only wore an ordinary black outfit, 

trying to make himself look less eye-catching. 

“The Holy extermination clan is also very powerful …” 

Chen Xiaobei exclaimed as he walked down the street. 

Looking at it directly, the development of the Holy extermination tribe was even better than that of the 

No saint tribe. 

It was no wonder the Holy extermination clan could stand alongside the yuan sacred clan, the No-Saint 

clan, and the profound sacred clan at the top of the Supreme divine ancestor clan. 

“This old man, I would like to ask, how do I get to life ending city?” 

Chen Xiaobei found a random passerby and asked for directions. 

The origin Dao divine ancestor had never been here because the Holy extermination clan and the sky 

burial Yuan sacred clan were mortal enemies. 

It was just that in his memory, he had heard some legends about the life ending city. 

This place was Chen Xiaobei’s destination. 

“You want to go to life ending city?” 

The old man squinted at Chen Xiaobei, his eyes filled with surprise. 

“Yes, I want to go!” 

Chen Xiaobei nodded. He noticed the old man’s surprised expression, but he did not think much of it. 

“If you want to go, this old man can take you there.” 

The old man concealed his surprise and smiled slightly. His aged face seemed to reveal an expression of 

interest. 

“Okay, then I’ll have to trouble you.” Chen Xiaobei did not think much of it. 

This was because the Holy extermination clan was a combative clan! Bloodthirsty! He advocated martial 

strength! He worshipped the strong! He even had a fanatical passion for battle that came from the 

depths of his soul! 

Perhaps, the old man just wanted to see Chen Xiaobei’s performance after he entered the city! 
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 “Young man, you don’t even know the location of the Holy extermination city, so you shouldn’t be too 

clear about the rules, right?” 

The old man asked as they walked. 

“Yes, I’m not too sure.” 

“I only know that after entering the city, we can engage in a life-and-death battle! The winner could get 

everything from the loser! Including the corpses! This is practically the most direct way to obtain the 

sacred ancestor’s corpse in this world!” 

“Yes, you’re right. That’s the general situation!” 

The old man nodded and said in a deep voice,  however, you must know that once the battle begins, one 

side must die. Even if you admit defeat, you can’t do it!  

 I’m very clear about this!  Chen Xiaobei said.  it’s a Deathmatch!  As long as both sides are alive, the seal 

on the stage will not be lifted until one of them dies!” 

“It seems like you’re very confident in your own strength!” The old man raised his eyebrows. 

“It’s alright,” Chen Xiaobei replied humbly and did not say anything else. 

“Then do you know about the life ending gamble!! the old man asked again after they had walked for! 

while! 

“A bet?” 

 I don’t know.  Chen Xiaobei shook his head.  I’d like to ask for your advice.  

The old man nodded and said in a deep voice,”The life-risking gamble is a temporary gamble set up with 

a life-risking duel as the bet! They were betting on who would survive in the end! The bet can be 

anything, including your life and your body!” 

“I see …” 

 what? ” Chen Xiaobei was taken aback.  so, other than winning the Holy leader’s body through a duel, I 

can also win the Holy leader’s body through gambling? ” 

“Yup,” 

The old man nodded and said indifferently, ” “As long as you can take out something precious enough to 

bet, you still have a chance to win the sacred ancestor’s corpse that you want!” 

“I understand. Thank you for the advice.” Chen Xiaobei nodded, but he was not interested. 

“If you had a choice, would you choose a duel? Or do you want to bet?” The old man seemed to have a 

deeper meaning as he asked. 

“Me?” 

 I don’t have anything on me that I can use as a bet, ” Chen Xiaobei said without hesitation.  so, I have no 

choice but to fight.  



“No, no, no! You have something very, very precious on you!” The old man squinted his eyes, his deep 

and wise gaze seemed to be able to see through Chen Xiaobei! 

 what’s that?!  Chen Xiaobei did not know why the old man would say that. 

After all, Chen Xiaobei had hidden the Holy Emperor of ten thousand DAOs armor before he came here. 

He did not bring anything valuable with him. 

“Your bloodline!” 

The old man narrowed his eyes and said indifferently, ” to be honest, this old man is from the profound 

Sage clan. I can see the bloodline in your body. This is a great opportunity for this old man!  This old man 

wants to bet with you!” 

 profound … Profound Sage clan!?  

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes narrowed as he reevaluated the old man. 

When they first met, the old man looked plain and was dressed in plain clothes. Chen Xiaobei had 

thought that he was just an ordinary passerby. 

Therefore, he didn’t even try to peek at the old man’s cultivation. 

However! 

Chen Xiaobei reexamined the old man and was surprised to find that he could not see through the old 

man’s cultivation. 

This meant that the old man’s cultivation was far higher than Chen Xiaobei’s. 

At the same time, Chen Xiaobei secretly used the ” Black ” spell. 

He was surprised to find that the old man was shrouded in the light of the Word ” Xuan “. 

This meant that the old man was also a great opportunity for Chen Xiaobei. 

The two of them were each other’s opportunities! 

The key was to see who could take down the other party! 

Chen Xiaobei was stunned. 

Could it be that the opportunity in the unseen world is for me to have a bet with this old man? 

“How is it? Are you willing to make a bet with me?” 

The old man said indifferently,”I promise that I will only extract your blood and will not harm your life!” 

At the same time, the stakes I can take out are enough to move your heart! This is far safer than you 

participating in the Deathmatch, isn’t it?” 

The old man had already seen through Chen Xiaobei’s cultivation. 



From the old man’s point of view, Chen Xiaobei might die if he participated in the duel. However, if Chen 

Xiaobei were to bet with him, he would have a 100% chance of staying alive. There was no reason for 

Chen Xiaobei to refuse. 

However, the old man had clearly underestimated Chen Xiaobei’s confidence in his own strength. 

“I’m sorry, I don’t want to bet with you!” 

 no!  Chen Xiaobei shook his head.  my bloodline is very important to me. I can’t lose.  

Clearly, Chen Xiaobei’s bloodline had been strengthened several times and had reached the level of a 

Seven Star divine ancestor. 

If he had enough lifespan, the nine divine ancestor transformations would be his trump card! 

Of course, more importantly, Chen Xiaobei was a man who valued relationships. 

First of all, Chen Xiaobei’s bloodline had fused with the witch dragon blood that the prime of Tongtian 

had given him. This was the bond between master and disciple that they would never give up on each 

other! 

After that, Chen Xiaobei’s bloodline had merged with Pangu’s bloodline, which was the core of being a 

reincarnator of Pangu! It was a promise to the Saint pan clan! Responsibility! Mission! It was Chen 

Xiaobei’s own dignity and bottom line! 

Because of that, Chen Xiaobei could not allow his bloodline to be taken away! 

If he crossed the line, Chen Xiaobei’s Dao heart would collapse and the divine path of the soul would 

become a joke! 

So, even if the bet was fair and had a 50% chance of winning, Chen Xiaobei would not risk it! 

 you’re not betting!?  

The old man was puzzled,’do you think that your bloodline is more important than your life? You have to 

be clear! Bet with this old man, you won’t die! Once you’re in the Deathmatch arena, your life might no 

longer be in your hands!” 

“I know. Thank you for your kindness, but I’ve decided not to bet with you.” Chen Xiaobei said. 

“Alright,” 

The old man sighed helplessly. He did not try to bully Chen Xiaobei just because he had a higher 

cultivation level. 

This surprised Chen Xiaobei. 

Chen Xiaobei’s impression of the old man had also improved! 

…… 

After some time, the two of them arrived at life ending city. 

This was a city of considerable scale. 



Blood-stained flags were hung on the city walls, and deafening cheers and shouts were constantly 

erupting from the city. There was also a thick smoke of war that filled the sky. 

Chen Xiaobei could already feel a fanatical warlike aura from the city gate. It was as if a volcano was 

boiling and raging. It felt like this entire life ending city existed for the sake of battle and slaughter! 

“Let’s go, this old master will take you in! Perhaps, when you see the cruelty of life ending city, you will 

change your decision!” 

The old man walked through the city gate with his hands behind his back. 

“Will you!?” 

Chen Xiaobei furrowed his brows and followed her. 
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4556 I will not lose! 

After entering the city, Chen Xiaobei felt as if he was in a huge football field. 

The dueling ring was in the middle, surrounded by spectators. 

Of course, the scale of life ending city was countless times larger than a football field in reality! 

First of all, the arena for the martial arts duel was as big as tens of thousands of football fields. It could 

not only have a one-on-one duel, but it could also allow dozens of people to fight at the same time. The 

one who survived in the end would win everything! 

Secondly, the surrounding audience seats were also very large. The huge arena was hundreds of meters 

high. If it was filled with spectators, it could accommodate nearly 30 million people! 

And at this moment, a brutal life-or-death duel was in progress. 

The battle had already reached the White heat stage, and both Duelists had suffered severe injuries. 

One of them had lost his right arm, and his head had been cut open by a sharp blade. Blood was spurting 

out as he fought. It could even be said that even if he won in the end, his body would be one hundred 

percent destroyed. 

The other person’s condition was not much different. One of his eyes had been cut open, and a bloody 

hole had been pierced through his stomach by a blunt weapon. The blood had almost run dry, and the 

crushed internal organs, bones, and flesh could be seen clearly. 

Even in such a situation, they were still using their Saint Qi to support their broken bodies, fighting to 

the death. 

Seeing the scene before them, the surrounding audience seemed to have been injected with chicken 

blood as they shouted and cheered crazily. That fanatical aura almost made the sky above life ending 

city burn up. 

This was the Holy extermination clan! 
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Bloodthirsty! They were aggressive! He advocated martial strength! He worshipped the strong! 

Of course, this was closely related to the destructive will in their bones! 

Destruction was their faith! And battle and slaughter were the symbols of destruction! In the eyes of the 

Holy extermination clan, this was a very formal and sacred affair! 

But then again, not all of the spectators here were from the Holy extermination clan. 

As for the outsiders, they were just as excited. Obviously, it was because of the life-and-death gamble! 

Many people gambled their lives here. 

The result of the battle in the ring could make a person lose everything, or it could also make a person 

rich overnight. Every move of the duelers affected the mood of every audience, so the scene was 

naturally extremely hot. 

“Bang!” 

Finally, with a loud explosion, the outcome of the battle was decided. 

The one-armed man slashed with terrifying fire, cutting his opponent’s body, Saint Soul, and soul in half. 

This was a battle to the death! 

There was no such thing as admitting defeat or running away. The battle would only end when one side 

died! 

“Boom boom boom …” 

At the same time, the tens of millions of audience members in the stadium suddenly burst out in 

terrifying and shocking cheers! 

The sound of the cheers alone was enough to shake the entire space and disperse the White clouds in 

the sky! 

“Pfft …” 

At the same time, the winner of the battle spat out a mouthful of blood and fell to the ground, losing all 

signs of life. 

His Saint Soul had left his body, and he was in a very weak state. 

In such a situation, any Saint King would be able to kill him. 

 young man, did you see that?!  

The old man said with a deeper meaning,”this is the result of a life-and-death battle!” Even if you can 

win, you’ll have to pay a heavy price!” 

Obviously, the old man was still trying to persuade Chen Xiaobei not to go to the duel. 

“I still want to take a look.” 

Chen Xiaobei did not make a decision immediately. He continued to observe the people around him. 



“Woof! Whoosh!” 

With a thought, the winner collected his body and his opponent’s body. 

This was equivalent to obtaining two sacred ancestor corpses. Although they were not complete, they 

were still valuable resources! 

At the same time, the winner would also receive the loser’s storage space, which was another 

considerable income! 

On the surface, the winner seemed to have gained a lot, but in fact, he had to spend a lot of wealth and 

time to recover from his injuries. 

Therefore, the actual situation was just as the old man had said. In a life-and-death battle, even if you 

won, you would have to pay a painful price. 

After careful calculation, he didn’t even earn much. 

And for this small benefit, he had to gamble his life. 

To an ordinary person, this was definitely a huge risk! 

The benefits and risks were far from proportional. Rationally Speaking, this was actually a very bad deal. 

The old man’s face was full of confidence. He was confident that he could convince Chen Xiaobei not to 

join the fight. 

“Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi …” 

At the same time, the surrounding spectators started to become restless. 

It could be seen that the people who won the bet began to take away the bets of the losers. 

Some of these wagers were energy, some were treasures, some were resources, and some were human 

lives and everything that the person had! 

The arena just now was bloody and cruel. 

At this moment, the grandstand had also turned into a battlefield. 

There were many people who were killed and had everything taken away. It could be seen how crazy 

these gambling games were. 

There were even some people who used this bet to settle their personal grudges. 

Whoosh … Whoosh … Whoosh … 

In order not to stain themselves or anyone else with their blood, the victors would use their Saint Qi to 

wrap up the blood and pour it out of the city wall. 

Seeing this, Chen Xiaobei finally understood why the flags on the city wall were stained with blood! 

This once again shocked Chen Xiaobei. 

“Young man …” 



Seeing the change in young master Chen’s expression, the old man said again, ” “In life ending city, the 

most important iron-clad rule is to admit defeat! Once you step onto the arena, you can never turn 

back! Do you understand what I mean?” 

The old man was using the cruel reality of life ending city to remind Chen Xiaobei not to play with his 

life. 

Once he made this joke, it was very likely that he would never return and die without a burial place! 

“I understand what you mean.” 

“But I still want to join the Deathmatch!” Chen Xiaobei said. 

“What?” 

When the old man heard this, his face was filled with shock. 

Obviously, the old man thought that he could convince Chen Xiaobei. 

But he did not expect Chen Xiaobei to be so stubborn. 

“Why do you have to gamble your life?” 

The old man looked at Chen Xiaobei in confusion and said, ” “Bet with this old man, even if you lose, you 

can still live! Isn’t that a good thing?” 

“If I’m going to lose, then, of course, it’s most appropriate to bet with you.” 

 but …  Chen Xiaobei changed the topic.  if I don’t lose, why would I bet with you? ” 
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what did you just say?!  

The old man’s jaw dropped. He looked at Chen Xiaobei with a complicated expression. 

After hesitating for a moment, the old man could not help but say, ” “Young man, this old man thought 

you were a smart person! I didn’t expect you to be so stupid! You actually naively think that you’ll be 

able to secure victory in this Deathmatch?” 

It was obvious that the old man had high hopes for Chen Xiaobei. 

However, after Chen Xiaobei said ‘I won’t lose’, the old man’s good impression of Chen Xiaobei was 

almost wiped clean. 

He didn’t know his place! Such frivolity and arrogance! 

In the old man’s eyes, this was stupidity! He was completely ignorant and fearless! 

 why can’t I have a sure win!?  

Facing the old man’s suspicion, Chen Xiaobei was very calm. 

Chen Xiaobei had been a little worried before he entered the city. 
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However, after observing for a while, Chen Xiaobei’s worries were all gone. In their place was a strong 

sense of confidence! 

So, Chen Xiaobei was not angry at all when he was called stupid. 

It would not take long for Chen Xiaobei to prove who was the real idiot. 

 don’t you understand?!  

The old man frowned and said solemnly, ” “In the Deathmatch arena, duels can be said to be free of any 

taboos! You can use any means!” 

“And every person who dares to stand on the Deathmatch arena will have a trump card that can win! 

Not a single one of them was ordinary! No one can let you win easily!” 

“Some people may be slightly inferior to you in terms of cultivation level, but they can completely 

suppress you in terms of trump cards! I can even kill you instantly!” 

The old man’s tone was very serious. He told Chen Xiaobei all the important points of the duel. 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei had also heard the old man’s words. 

However, to Chen Xiaobei, these were not problems at all. 

In terms of trump card, Chen Xiaobei was the strongest in the outer territories of any large clan! 

If the Deathmatch forbade the use of external forces, Chen Xiaobei might have had some reservations! 

But it was because of the battle that Chen Xiaobei was sure that he could use any of his trump cards 

without any restraint. That was why he was no longer worried, but full of confidence! 

This was because Chen Xiaobei’s trump card was enough to defeat all enemies below the six-star divine 

ancestor level! 

In this situation, Chen Xiaobei was confident that he would win! 

That was why Chen Xiaobei did not argue with the old man. 

This was because facts spoke louder than words! 

Soon, Chen Xiaobei would use the truth to give the old man the loudest slap in the face. He would make 

the old man feel ashamed of his underestimation of Chen Xiaobei! 

Chen Xiaobei had to slap this face! 

Although the old man had repeatedly advised Chen Xiaobei not to fight, he did not do it out of good will. 

He was worried that Chen Xiaobei’s blood would be damaged if something happened to him! 

In the end, everything the old man did was for his own benefit! 

Based on this premise, if he looked down on Chen Xiaobei and even insulted Chen Xiaobei, he would 

have to pay the price for it! 

“Stop talking. I won’t change my decision easily.” 



Chen Xiaobei smiled. His tone was calm, but there was an unquestionable dominance in it. 

“Stubborn! You’re extremely stupid!” 

The old man’s face immediately darkened, and he said coldly, ” “Since you want to die so badly, I’ll fulfill 

your wish!” 

“What’s wrong? Are you going to attack me here?” Chen Xiaobei tensed up. 

Chen Xiaobei could not even see through the old man’s cultivation. If he was a six-star divine ancestor, 

Chen Xiaobei would probably die Here. 

“Heh, you think too highly of yourself! A hotheaded youth like you isn’t worthy of this old man 

personally taking action!” 

The old man’s face was cold, and his eyes were ruthless.  “If you insist on a duel, then directly stand on 

the arena and challenge the duelists of the same realm as you! As long as someone thinks they can 

defeat you, they will stand on the arena and fight you to the death!” 

“So?” Chen Xiaobei looked relaxed. He was not interested in fighting an opponent of the same level. 

 therefore, I will send my personal disciple to accept your challenge!  

“I didn’t want to kill you,” the old man said solemnly. But you just don’t want face! In that case, I’ll have 

my disciple destroy your soul and leave your body behind. This way, I can still obtain your bloodline!” 

It was clear that the old man’s strength was terrifying. Even his direct disciple had the same level of 

strength as Chen Xiaobei. 

At the same time, the elder was filled with confidence in his personal disciple. 

The old man was almost certain that even if they were at the same level, his disciple would still be able 

to defeat Chen Xiaobei easily. 

It could even destroy Chen Xiaobei’s soul without damaging his physical body! 

This was undoubtedly a stronger form of confidence! 

And this kind of self-confidence also required absolute power as support! 

The old man was certain that there would be no suspense in this battle. He would be able to take down 

Chen Xiaobei easily. 

He wanted Chen Xiaobei to pay with his life for his stupidity and frivolity. 

“Alright, I’ll go over now! Go and call your disciple!” 

Chen Xiaobei smiled, then leaped up and went to the ring. 

At that moment, a middle-aged man with sharp brows and bright eyes appeared in the ring. He looked 

at Chen Xiaobei curiously. 

“Why are you looking at me like that?” Chen Xiaobei was confused. 



The middle-aged man smiled indifferently and said,”this is your first time coming to life ending city, 

right?” You don’t even recognize this Lord?” 

“It’s my first time.” Chen Xiaobei nodded. He wanted to check the middle-aged man’s cultivation level 

but realized that he could not see through it. 

It was clear that this was another big Shot! 

“My name is Hall of annihilation. I am the Master of Life ending city and also the head of the Holy 

extermination clan’s outer elder compound in the South!” 

The middle-aged man revealed his identity very indifferently. 

Chen Xiaobei was shocked. 

“According to the usual practice, there will be a period of silence after each life-and-death battle,” the 

hall extermination divine elder continued.”Very few people dare to step into the arena first! Looking at 

you, you don’t know the rules. It’s not too late to go down now!” 

Obviously, the Deathmatch was a gamble with one’s life on the line. After watching a bloody 

Deathmatch, an ordinary person would more or less feel fear. They would need to calm down for a 

period of time before they dared to stand on the stage! 

So, in the eyes of the Saint elder, Chen Xiaobei was just a reckless brat who did not know the rules. He 

did not know how serious the consequences would be! 

The Saint elder was kind enough to give Chen Xiaobei the chance to step down from the ring. 

However, Chen Xiaobei shook his head and said, ” “I’m not retreating! I’m going to issue the challenge 

now!” 
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4558 Contempt! 

 what? ” the Saint elder was confused but did not say anything. 

However, the audience in the stadium started to sneer at him. 

“That kid really doesn’t know what’s good for him! He was clearly a hothead who didn’t know anything. 

The hall extermination Hall’s divine elder had given him a chance to go down, but he didn’t appreciate 

it! You’re simply courting death!” 

“This is a typical example of not turning back until you hit the south wall. However, in life ending city, 

when you hit the south wall, you were already a dead man! There’s no chance to turn back!” 

“Yup! Other than those idiots who are tired of living, no one would be as reckless as him to stand on the 

ring!” 

“Let’s see who he will challenge!” 

“No matter who he challenges, we just have to bet on this kid’s loss! Hahaha …” 
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It was obvious that the audience had seen many people like Chen Xiaobei who had rushed into the ring 

and died a horrible death. 

Therefore, the audience had put Chen Xiaobei in the same category as those idiots. 

The majority of the audience was certain that Chen Xiaobei would lose and had decided to bet on him. 

 alright, since you’ve made up your mind, then we won’t waste any more time. Let’s directly see who 

you can challenge!  

The hall extermination’s divine elder waved his hand, and three platforms rose from the side of the 

arena. 

On each platform stood a Duelists. 

Chen Xiaobei glanced at them and noticed that they were all two-star divine ancestors, the same level as 

Chen Xiaobei. 

From this, it could be seen that in the ancestral Saint realm, fighting above one’s level was absolutely 

impossible. 

Therefore, even if it was a Deathmatch in life ending city, it would only be a battle between people of 

the same rank. 

Now, there were only three Duelists who were on the same level as Chen Xiaobei in the city. All of them 

stood up and accepted Chen Xiaobei’s challenge. 

“According to the rules, you can choose any one of these three to engage in a life-and-death battle!” 

“I have to remind you that although they’re at the same realm as you, each of them has their own trump 

cards!” The hall extermination Saint elder said indifferently. It was definitely not as simple as it seemed 

on the surface! You’d better think carefully before you choose!” 

Very clearly, a Deathmatch was a sure-kill situation that wouldn’t stop until one of them died. 

Any Duelists who dared to step forward were full of confidence in their own strength. 

Even if they didn’t dare to say that they were invincible among their peers, they were definitely the best 

among their peers, and none of them were easy to deal with. 

Seeing this, the surrounding audience began to mock and ridicule again. 

“This kid is really dead! He was actually a peak two-star divine ancestor! I just happened to meet these 

three fiends!” 

“The one on the left is divine ancestor ghost child. He has won eight consecutive deathmatches against a 

peak two-star divine ancestor! The one on the right is sky martyrdom divine ancestor, who has won 11 

consecutive Deathmatch against a peak two-star divine ancestor!” 

“The one in the middle is Saint ancestor blazing sickle. He’s had a 29-match winning streak against a 

peak two-star Saint ancestor! He was almost invincible among his peers! At this level, no one would dare 

to challenge him!” 



“That kid can’t even beat the two next to him, let alone Saint ancestor blazing sickle! What choice was 

there! He should just commit suicide! Don’t waste everyone’s time!” 

“That’s right! No one would be willing to start a bet on this kind of battle without any suspense! How 

boring! It’s a complete waste of time!” 

…… 

From the audience’s discussion, it could be seen that the level of peak two-star divine ancestor was a 

very top-notch level in life ending city. 

Although there were only three people in this category, each of them was the top of their class! 

To be able to obtain multiple consecutive victories in the Deathmatch, it could be seen how tyrannical 

their strength was! 

“Young man, make your choice!” 

The hall extermination’s eyes narrowed and he coldly said,”I gave you a chance to go down just now, but 

you didn’t cherish it! You have no chance to regret it now. If you don’t choose, you lose, and the result 

of losing is death! Do you understand?” 

“It’s not that I don’t dare to choose, but I don’t want to choose.” 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged and said, ” “The three of them are too weak! Even if I defeat them, I won’t get 

what I want. This is a waste of my time!” 

“What?” 

A stone that caused a thousand ripples! Chen Xiaobei’s simple sentence caused an explosive sensation in 

the crowd! 

Everyone was going crazy! 

“Is this kid crazy? He actually said the three top duelists were weak?” 

“No need to look! This kid is an idiot! He’s still talking so arrogantly even when he’s about to die! He’s 

really stupid!” 

“Hall extermination, sacred elder! Don’t talk nonsense with him! Directly kill them! We’re still waiting 

for the duel!” 

“That’s right! Don’t waste your breath on this trash, just kill him!” 

…… 

The crowd was excited, thinking that Chen Xiaobei was just acting cool. 

After all, in the eyes of the audience, the three people standing on the challenge stage were the top 

experts among the peak two-star divine ancestors. 

If Chen Xiaobei was a three-star divine ancestor, it was normal for him to think that they were weak! 

But Chen Xiaobei was at the same level as them, and he dared to say that they were weak! 



If this wasn’t posturing, what was it? 

The Holy extermination clan revered martial strength and worshipped the strong. They only admired 

real strength and were most disgusted by pretentious criminals who talked big. 

Everyone wanted the divine elder to kill Chen Xiaobei. 

On the challenge stage, the three top duelists of the same level also had gloomy expressions and were 

burning with anger. 

The devil child divine ancestor bared his teeth and shouted angrily, ” “You little brat! If you have the 

guts, then choose me! I promise to tear off your flesh piece by piece, and before you die, I’ll chew and 

eat it in front of you!” 

The sky martyrdom divine ancestor’s eyes burned with anger, and his tone was provocative.”Little brat! 

Choose me! There’s a huge amount of wealth in my inventory! As long as you can beat me, these things 

are yours! How was it? Do you dare to?” 

Standing in the middle of the group was the most powerful Saint ancestor blazing sickle. She had a cold 

and unfeeling aura about her. She looked at Chen Xiaobei with disdain. She did not even bother to scold 

or provoke Chen Xiaobei. 

He only said two words coldly, ” “Trash!” 

There was no doubt that the three of them looked down on Chen Xiaobei. 

Therefore, when they were provoked by Chen Xiaobei, they were extremely unhappy and filled with 

hostility and anger towards him. 

“Time waits for no one. If you don’t make a choice, I’ll judge you as the loser!” 

The divine elder’s gaze on Chen Xiaobei had turned cold and emotionless, as if he was looking at a dead 

body. 

Chen Xiaobei’s expression did not change.  “It seems that if I don’t show you my true colors, I won’t be 

able to fight properly!” 
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Obviously, Chen Xiaobei did not want to waste any more time talking. He was ready to show some of his 

power to shut everyone up. 

However, this only caused the surrounding audience to ridicule and curse even more crazily. 

On the stage, the anger of the three duelers was getting more and more intense. If not for the rules, 

they would have already killed Chen Xiaobei. 

Black demonic Qi emerged from the eyes of divine ancestor devil child. He grinned, revealing his fierce 

fangs, and cursed, ” “Little trash! If you really have the ability, then choose me directly, stop talking 

nonsense! I’m already thirsty!” 
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The sky martyrdom divine ancestor laughed sinisterly and said provocatively, ” “How about this, you 

challenge me! I’ll give you a handicap of ten moves, and I won’t use any external help! If you don’t even 

dare to fight me, then you’re not a man!” 

At the same time, Saint ancestor blazing sickle’s face was still contemptuous. He did not want to say 

anything to Chen Xiaobei. He slowly opened his mouth, ready to say the same two words as before. 

“Waste …” 

 kneel down!!!  

Suddenly, Chen Xiaobei’s aura activated, and his black eyes, which were like the stars in the night, swept 

across the area! 

In an instant, a terrifying pressure enveloped the three Duelists. 

“Hiss … Hiss … Hiss …” 

In an instant, the three top duelers all gasped. 

They only felt that their state of mind had suffered a violent impact, and even for an instant, they burst 

out with a terrifying illusion that made them extremely frightened and frightened. 

It was like the end of the world. The purple-gold heavenly lightning cracked the sky, the nomological 

laws were destroyed, and all living beings were silent. The three of them were as small as ants that 

could be completely obliterated at any time, like dust and dust, dissipating into nothingness! 

Although it was an illusion, it felt extremely real to the three of them, and it brought them immense 

mental pressure. 

It directly crushed their state of mind and even made their spirit to the edge of collapse. 

It was simply terrifying! 

Plop … Plop … Plop … Plop … 

The demonic child divine ancestor, the sky martyrdom divine ancestor, and even the most arrogant 

blazing sickle divine ancestor could not help but feel their legs go weak. They knelt on the ground and 

kowtowed to Chen Xiaobei. 

“What … What a terrifying pressure …” 

At the same time, not only the three of them, but the tens of millions of people in the entire life ending 

city all felt this terrifying pressure and let out a shrill cry. Their faces changed drastically. 

Fortunately, Chen Xiaobei’s pressure was not directed at everyone. Otherwise, tens of millions of people 

would be kowtowing to Chen Xiaobei at the same time. 

That scene was extremely shocking just thinking about it. It was filled with an extreme visual impact. 

All of a sudden, the way everyone looked at Chen Xiaobei had completely changed. 

Just a moment ago, everyone thought that Chen Xiaobei was just a clueless, arrogant braggart. 



At that moment, everyone realized that Chen Xiaobei was completely different from what they had 

imagined! Just from this terrifying pressure alone, one could tell that Chen Xiaobei’s Foundation was 

unfathomable. He was not just acting cool, but he was really cool! 

This result was like a loud slap to everyone’s face. 

Just like how they had mocked and insulted Chen Xiaobei earlier, they were now being slapped in the 

face. 

Of course, this also included the hall extermination Saint elder and the profound sacred tribe elder. 

At first, the divine elder of the hall of exterminating wanted Chen Xiaobei to step down from the ring. 

Then, he wanted to declare Chen Xiaobei’s defeat and kill him in front of everyone. 

However, at this moment, the top three Duelists of life ending city did not even have the chance to fight 

Chen Xiaobei. They were like stray dogs, kneeling in front of Chen Xiaobei’s feet, without any will to 

fight! He lost without any temper! 

The hall extermination felt like he had been slapped in the face! For the first time, he even felt that he 

was too stupid and ridiculous to make such a low-level mistake of judging a person by their appearance! 

At the same time, the old man from the profound Sage Tribe had a complicated expression on his face. 

In order to obtain Chen Xiaobei’s bloodline, the old man had been trying to persuade Chen Xiaobei not 

to participate in the battle. In the end, it was because he did not think that Chen Xiaobei could win. Even 

if Chen Xiaobei did win, he would be severely injured and his bloodline would be damaged. 

When Chen Xiaobei said that he would not lose, the old man was very angry. He thought that Chen 

Xiaobei was just being brainless and trying to be brave. 

However, at this moment, the reality in front of him was a slap to the old man’s face. 

This was also the reason why Chen Xiaobei did not want to argue with him! 

This was because facts spoke louder than words! 

The old man’s contempt and provocation became the biggest joke in front of the truth! 

It was extremely laughable! 

“I didn’t want to kill you, but you forced me to!” 

Chen Xiaobei looked at the three Duelists and said coldly, ” “Since you all want to die so much! Then I’ll 

give you a chance. The three of you can come at me together! I don’t want to waste time!” 

As soon as these words came out, the whole place was silent, which was a sharp contrast to the crazy 

ridicule and abuse just now. 

“I don’t dare … I don’t dare … I don’t dare …” 

The three top duelists kowtowed desperately, not daring to stand on the stage. 

Even if Chen Xiaobei asked the three of them to attack him together, they would not dare to. 



Chen Xiaobei’s aura had crushed their hearts and left a huge shadow in their hearts. 

Unless they could overcome this psychological trauma, they would not dare to do anything against Chen 

Xiaobei. 

“You … You three can leave.” 

The hall extermination’s divine elder waved his hand. He didn’t want the three of them to continue 

disgracing themselves. 

However, the three of them didn’t dare to move at all. They continued to kneel on the ground and 

kowtow non-stop. 

“Get lost!” 

It was only when Chen Xiaobei spoke that the three of them ran away from the scene as if they had 

been granted Amnesty. 

After all, the Saint elder of the hall extermination clan was not only the Master of Life ending city, but 

also the head of the elder Council in the southern periphery of the Holy extermination clan. He was the 

absolute ruler of this territory, and his words held enormous weight! 

However, the Saint elder’s orders were not as effective as Chen Xiaobei’s. 

This scene was like another ruthless slap to the Saint elder’s face. He had lost all his face. 

However, the hall extermination’s divine elder did not get angry. Instead, he looked at Chen Xiaobei 

with admiration. 

Clearly, this was the nature of the Holy extermination clan. They revered martial strength and 

worshipped the strong! 

Even though Chen Xiaobei had slapped the face of the Saint elder, the Saint elder still admired Chen 

Xiaobei from the bottom of his heart! 

“This young master! I’ve underestimated you just now, I apologize!” 

The hall extermination’s divine elder composed himself and said in a deep voice,  there are only three 

Duelists of the same level as you in life ending city. They did not dare to accept the challenge. Therefore, 

you can only leave the stage for the time being and wait for new challengers to appear!  

 who told you that I have to challenge someone of the same level? ” Chen Xiaobei sneered. 

“What!” 

As soon as he said that, everyone was shocked! 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 4560: A better choice! 

4560 A better choice! 

 you … You mean, you want to skip levels and challenge!?  
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The hall extermination’s divine elder was horrified and couldn’t believe his ears. 

All of a sudden, almost all the tens of millions of people present burst out in exclamations of disbelief. 

“H-how is this possible? There had never been a precedent of a battle above one’s level at the sacred 

ancestor realm! It’s impossible, even if it’s a lower realm!” 

 this brat’s cultivation is already at the peak of two-star divine ancestor. He’s challenging a higher realm, 

and his opponent is a three-star divine ancestor. This is a higher realm battle!  

“This is impossible! Absolutely impossible! With such a fundamental difference in power between major 

realms, it was simply impossible to achieve a cross-realm battle! I won’t believe it even if you beat me to 

death!” 

“Could it be that this brat is tired of living and is deliberately seeking death? It doesn’t look like it … Or is 

he trying to win by relying on his own aura?” 

“Impossible! The pressure of an aura was not invincible! No matter how strong his pressure is, as long as 

the enemy is mentally prepared, they can avoid being intimidated by his pressure!” 

 moreover, divine ancestor three-star’s level is higher. If he has come into contact with a tyrannical and 

terrifying pressure, he will be more immune to it. It’s almost impossible to use pressure to intimidate 

him!  

…… 

Everyone was shocked by Chen Xiaobei’s decision. They were shocked, confused, and confused! 

None of them could imagine how Chen Xiaobei would be able to defeat his opponent! 

This was an absolutely impossible situation! 

“This young master! I need to remind you!” 

The hall extermination’s divine elder spoke again and said seriously,”Although there are no taboos in a 

Deathmatch, it must be under the premise that they are at the same cultivation level! In other words, if 

you want to challenge the divine ancestor three star, the external force you can use can not exceed the 

level of the divine ancestor three star!” 

Obviously, the divine elder thought that Chen Xiaobei might use a trump card that was higher than the 

three-star divine ancestor level, which was why he dared to challenge the three-star divine ancestor. 

But in that case, the Deathmatch would lose its meaning. 

Therefore, the hall extermination divine ancestor had specifically reminded him that the Trump cards 

used in the duel couldn’t be higher than that of an early-stage three-star divine ancestor. 

“I know.” 

 enough with the nonsense!  Chen Xiaobei said.  bring out all the three star divine ancestor challengers.  



It was obvious that Chen Xiaobei was very confident in his own strength. Even without using the chaos 

Blood Sword and the ten thousand DAOs divine Emperor armor, Chen Xiaobei could easily defeat the 

three-star divine ancestor. 

In fact, with the power of the chaos Blood Sword and the defense of the ten thousand DAOs divine 

Emperor armor, Chen Xiaobei could easily take on any Enemy Below the six-star divine ancestor level! 

However, Chen Xiaobei did not want to be too high-profile! 

After all, there were countless eyes on Chen Xiaobei! 

If he was too high-profile and attracted enemies or unnecessary trouble, it would not be worth it! 

It was better to improve one step at a time. 

“Alright! Please wait a moment!” 

The Saint elder did not say anything else, afraid that Chen Xiaobei would slap her in the face again. 

Whoosh … Whoosh … 

Immediately after, two more challenge stages rose up from the side of the stage. 

On the stage, there were two challengers at the level of three star divine ancestor. 

Instantly, the crowd let out gasps of surprise. 

“How could it be these two? They had disappeared without a trace for many years! Why did he suddenly 

return?” 

“The one on the left is divine ancestor Wang Chuan. He fought a life-and-death battle against divine 

ancestor three-star and won 29 rounds in a row! The wealth he earned through desperate fights is 

comparable to that of a top clan in the outer regions!” 

“The one on the right is holy ancestor extermination! In the life-and-death battle, he blocked an early-

stage three-star divine ancestor and won 113 times in a row! The wealth earned through life-and-death 

battles was comparable to that of a middle-class family! He’s known as the undefeatable legend of the 

death City in the southern periphery!” 

“113 consecutive wins? Wouldn’t that make him invincible among his peers?” 

“Nonsense! Among early-stage three-star divine ancestors, divine ancestor extermination was an 

invincible existence! Out of the 113 duels, at least 100 of them were ended by him in one move!” 

“You’re right! Saint ancestor slaughter is the undefeatable legend of the City of Death in the southern 

periphery. He’s also the Super monstrous genius who’s the closest to fighting a lower cultivation level 

opponent in the southern periphery!” 

“What the!! ck! This is too terrifying!” 

“Now I finally know why holy ancestor slaughter disappeared from life ending city for so many years! It’s 

because no one dares to challenge him, and no one dares to accept his challenge!” 



 that’s right. Within the same rank, whoever dares to provoke him won’t even know how they died!  

…… 

All of a sudden, the audience’s attention shifted from Chen Xiaobei to the Holy ancestor extermination. 

This person’s legendary experience was a huge shock to everyone present. 

Even the profound Sage elder from before couldn’t help but take a closer look at sacred ancestor 

extermination and couldn’t help but click his tongue in wonder. 

The hall extermination raised his head proudly and said, ” “Young master! Mie tu is an outstanding 

genius that only appears once in a trillion years in our clan! I heard that young master has intimidated 

everyone with your aura and is full of killing intent, so I’ve come to challenge you!” 

Obviously, the higher the level of the Holy ancestors, the fewer they were. 

This was especially true in the outer territories of the great clans. 

According to what the divine elder of the hall of exterminating said, if the divine elder of the hall of 

exterminating did not come, Chen Xiaobei would only have one other choice-divine elder of the river of 

forgetfulness. 

However, to most people, Chen Xiaobei would not have chosen him even if the divine ancestor 

annihilation had come personally. After all, only a fool would choose a more difficult opponent when 

there was a weaker divine ancestor, the river of forgetfulness! He was asking for trouble. 

For this reason, the hall extermination’s divine elder continued,”Young master, what do you think? If he 

doesn’t want to choose slaughter, I’ll let him go back first. He’s obsessed with cultivation and doesn’t 

want to waste time!” 

It was obvious that the Saint ancestor slaughter had come here just to see what the person who had 

intimidated everyone looked like. 

After reading it, the Saint ancestor slaughter was obviously very disappointed and looked impatient. He 

just wanted to go back and cultivate quickly without wasting any time. 

This was because Chen Xiaobei’s cultivation was only at the peak of two-star divine ancestor. Divine 

ancestor slaughter would not even bother to fight Chen Xiaobei. 

More importantly, divine ancestor slaughter did not believe that Chen Xiaobei would choose him. 

“I won’t choose to exterminate the Holy ancestor.” 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged and answered. 

The crowd was not surprised by his words. It was as if everything was within their expectations. 

But then, Chen Xiaobei changed the topic and said, ” “However, I can ask holy ancestor mietu to wait. If 

that old senior doesn’t send a challenger, it won’t be too late for me to choose holy ancestor mietu!” 

After that, Chen Xiaobei turned to look at the old man from the profound Sage Tribe! 



Chen Xiaobei did not choose to kill the Holy ancestor not because he was afraid of him. It was because 

Chen Xiaobei had a better choice! 


